JUMPING FILTRATIONS AND MARTINGALES WITH FINITE VARIATION
J. JACOD and A. V. SKOROHOD ABSTRACT: On a probability space (il,~,P), a filtration (~t) x(x) = (x,(~(x))). 
Proof. We define by induction the sequence 1'n(x), t(w) -
and similarly fo W.v,
C~ ( Putting together (17), (19) and (20) As in the proof of Theorem 5, there is a predictable E-valued process ~ with at = ~({t,~ }).
Recall the process y in (8), and in (13) 
where H is predictable and U is -measurable, and the left-hand side of (27) is then H,l~(y,) . U(t,y,)l~(y,) -a~ -~.
'-measurable functions are functions of the form (with (x,i)cE'):
where G, G , G1 are predictable and U , U are -measurable on Q. Due to (24), (25) and (26), the right-hand side of (27) is then G 0 t { 0 3 B E t } ( t ) + U 0 ( t , t ) 1 E B { 0 3 B 6 t } ( t ) -0 3 B 1 t G 0 t -Û 0 t if t~K (31) Gt1{0394}(t) + U1(t,t)1EB{03B6t}(t) - (1-at) 
